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NEW HAVEN RAIL YARD, 
INTERLOCKING CONTROL BUILDING    HAER No.  CT-160-A

Location: Vicinity of Union Avenue
New Haven
New Haven County, Connecticut

USGS New Haven Quadrangle, UTM Coordinates:
18.673500.4573540

Date of Construction: 1954

Present Owner: Connecticut Department of Transportation
2800 Berlin Turnpike
Newington, Connecticut  06131

Present Occupant: Metro North Commuter Railroad

Present Use: Train control and communications

Significance: The Interlocking Control Building is significant because its console,
relays, and other internal components represent an early use of central-
ized train control on a major railroad.  The console monitors and
controls track turnouts and switches between Woodmont and Branford,
Connecticut, a distance of nearly twenty miles.  It was a large and
expensive system for its time and it made use of newly improved relay
technology. 

 
Project Information: The rail yard is being reconfigured to provide for improved operation

of commuter and Amtrak Northeast Corridor trains and to provide a
storage yard for commuter equipment.  The project includes a new
building for communication and signaling equipment; the console,
relays, and other equipment in this building will be removed.  This
documentation was undertaken pursuant to a Memorandum of Agree-
ment among the Federal Transit Administration, the Federal Railroad
Administration, the National Railroad Passenger Corporation, the
Connecticut Department of Transportation, the Connecticut State
Historic Preservation Office, and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation.

Bruce Clouette
Public Archaeology Survey Team, Inc.
P.O. Box 209
Storrs, Connecticut  06268
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Description

The Interlocking Control Building, located about 100' south of New Haven’s Union Station, is
a plainly detailed two-story red-brick building measuring 40' x  42' in plan.  A simple parapet
conceals the flat roof on the southeast and southwest elevations.  The southeast elevation,
overlooking the tracks, has four wide window openings fitted with steel sash containing an
operable awning section in the middle.  The windows share a continuous concrete sill, with the
headers formed from steel shelf angles.  A concrete band runs along the tops of the second-
story windows.  Four openings for air conditioners below the second-story windows are part of
the original 1954 construction, but the air conditioners mounted in two of the four first-story
windows are not.

The northwest or rear elevation is similar to the southeast elevation, except the first-floor
windows are smaller.  The northeast side elevation is completely blank; it was intended that
future expansion would be accommodated by an addition on this side.  The southeast side
elevation contains the building’s entrance, a simple doorway near the rear corner.  There are
two small first-story windows and one small second-story window on this elevation.

The heart of the track-control operation is on the second floor, which is partitioned into one
large room at the front, overlooking the tracks, and two small offices in the rear.  The track-
control console occupies the entire northwest wall and consists of four sections, each 6-1/2'
wide, joined together at 150-degree angles so as to form an arc.  The four sections are
Woodmont in Milford, Connecticut, to the west end of the New Haven rail yard; the west end
of the yard to Fair Street in New Haven; Fair Street to the Mill River; and the Mill River to
Branford, Connecticut.  Each section has a track schematic showing all through tracks and
turnouts, with push-button switches that include indicator lights.  The lines that represent the
tracks are made up of individual lighted slots, 1" long and 1/8" wide, covered with translucent
plastic (which has yellowed considerably with age).  A white light indicates that the segment is
part of a route that is clear for train movement,  red indicates the presence of a train, and
unlighted indicates the normal, unoccupied state.  Levers and pushbuttons below the track
schematic allow individual control of elements, such as for maintenance checking.  Originally
the console included speakers and headset connections for communicating with train crews and
other towers, but this function has been taken over by a separate radio system.  A large electric
clock is suspended from the ceiling over the center of the console. Two operators, an electri-
cian, and a supervisor, were on duty.  

The first floor of the building is open and filled with the electro-mechanical relay systems that
carry information between the second-floor console and the various switch machines and
signals along the line.  Steel 6" columns provide structural support.  Several aisles are formed
by shelves and panels on either side concealing telephone-exchange type terminal connectors
for the wiring.  Mounted on the shelves and panels are hundreds of encoders and other electro-
mechanical relays.  The signal system uses a direct-current high-speed multiplex code in which
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control instructions and indicator information are transmitted concurrently.  Information is
carried in coded form over trackside telegraph wires and buried cables, though the system was
intended to work with microwave transmission as well.    

The basic principle is that the operators can change the state of a particular section of track,
termed a “route,” by pushing just two buttons.  The relays are wired together in such a way that
all the switch machines and track signals are then activated in the proper sequence to accom-
plish that function.  Information on the state of switches and signals is transmitted back and
appears on the operators’ console in the form of indicator lights.  An individual route selection,
made by pressing buttons at the entrance and exit of the desired route, might require many
stages of relays to operate several switches and signals, but the whole process, from the
initiation of the movement to the time the console indicator lights show the route is ready, takes
only a few seconds.  The control set-up for the route is automatically canceled by the passage
of a train, so no further operator action is required, unless the same route is to be used by a
succeeding train, in which case the route can be locked in.   Local control panels at various
points along the lines provide back-up to the central “UR” (Union Route) system in case of an
emergency.

Historical Background

Although its track mileage was not great, the New Haven Railroad was one of the nation’s
busiest passenger and freight operations, and the Shore Line route along Long Island Sound
was its most congested route.  In addition to carrying commuters and long-distance passengers,
the line intersected with several important north-south rail lines and it was packed with
trackside industry.  In the twenty-mile section of the Shore Line controlled by the console in
this building, there were forty-seven turnouts for sidings and intersecting tracks and fifty-eight
crossovers between parallel tracks, protected by 225 separate signals.  The railroad’s most
important freight facility, the Cedar Hill classification yard, also fell within this territory.  Prior
to centralization, the area was controlled by five separate switch towers, along with numerous
hand-thrown switches.  Daily traffic through New Haven included fifty freight trains, seventy
through-passenger trains, and thirty passenger trains originating or terminating in New Haven.

Centralizing track control required a sizeable investment in equipment and substantial labor
costs to install the equipment and wire the sequences into the relays.  Once in place, however,
the centralization allowed the railroad to save money by reducing the total number of operators,
in this case from forty-six to twelve.  It also allowed better coordination of train movements
and safer operation, particularly in the area congested area around the passenger station.  A
crossover movement that previously might have taken five minutes, thereby causing delays to
other trains, was accomplished in seconds with the new system.  Since the railroad typically
made some 1,750 line-ups each day, the time savings was significant. 
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The system was designed and implemented by the railroad’s signal department, under the
direction of W. A. Ford, Chief Signal Officer.  The principal pieces of equipment were
furnished by the Union Switch and Signal Division of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company. 
In addition to the Interlocking Control Building and its equipment, the project included
replacing all mechanical-lever switch operations and hand-thrown switches along this portion
of the line with motorized switch machines connected to controllers capable of receiving coded
instructions from the central console.  The railroad spent about $2 million on the system.

Engineering Significance

At the time it was undertaken, the New Haven Railroad’s centralized interlocking control
project was the largest of its kind.  Detailed accounts appeared in national technical periodicals:
Railway Signaling and Communications featured it as part of its “Modern Systems of Signaling
Control” series in March of 1956, Railway Age followed with an extensive description in May,
and Modern Railroads published a similar article the following year.  The coverage focused on
the complexity and high-traffic character of the section of the line that was consolidated into
the single control console, as well as the impressive cost savings that immediately ensued
following its inauguration.  Two technological improvements were particularly noted:  the use
of high-speed radial-contact relays, and the use of interchangeable relay modules.  Union
Switch’s relay had twenty-four contacts arranged in a circle which could be swept by a single
revolution of the relay motor.   Properly wired and interconnected, the system’s relays could
generate and transmit coded signals for twenty-five control functions and fifty indicators in just
one second.

The use of modular units, called “Union Route Interlocking Selection Units,” allowed the
designers to group related functions together in a single case.  If there was a malfunction, the
railroad’s electricians could narrow the problem down to a limited number of modules, which
would then be taken down from the shelf, tested, and if necessary, replaced.  The system used
six standard modules, five to control functions and one as a repeater unit.  Plug-in cable
connectors at the backs of the cases furthered simplified maintenance of the system. The Union
Switch and Signal Company developed the Interlocking Selection Unit specifically for the New
Haven project.

Initially, the New Haven Railroad planned to expand the facility to control track as far away as
Hartford and Boston, but this was never done.  Instead, the company installed similar central-
ized track control systems at other points along the line, such as at Providence.  The limitation
was not the electro-mechanical relay technology, which served well at New Haven for more
than forty years.  According to Chief Signal Officer W. A. Ford, “the limiting factor in such
consolidation is rather that of determining whether the area to be controlled constitutes a
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1“One Machine for Nine Interlockings,” Railway Age, February 27, 1956, 26.

reasonable group of operations”1  His criterion suggests that controlling the movements of
freight and passenger traffic in and around New Haven constituted such a reasonable group, but
that adding in the numerous branch line junctions in southeastern Massachusetts or the
approaches to Boston’s South Station to the New Haven facility probably would not.
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